
100%
Diversity Hires

Trying to find the right candidates in today’s market can be

tough. CloudFlare knew exactly what they were looking for:

highly technical, experienced Mid-Market AE candidates from

diverse backgrounds. What they were getting from LinkedIn

Recruiter was anything but. They were burning through

LinkedIn In-Mails sending close to 2.5K to make 1 hire. On

average, 90% of the candidates found through LinkedIn didn't

pass through the first round of interviews which exacerbated

the problem. 

Reaching out to 2.5K people to get to one hire, CloudFlare

quickly went through the MM-AE market on LinkedIn. This is

due to the fact that LinkedIn is essentially the coldest of cold

outreach. It's a glorified lead list with very little information on

the talent network it supports. 

How Connect’s Pre-Vetted Talent Network Made
CloudFlare's Sales Hiring 5X More Efficient

Industry:
SAAS, Security

Funding:
$332.2M

Investment Stage:
Series E

Investors:
Franklin Templeton
Investments, ESO Fund

Employees:
1,788 Globally 

“Ease of the pitch, knowing
candidates are active, pre-
vetted candidates, we know
will go far. Information of deal
size, dept. SALARY. Many
candidates on LinkedIn aren't
committed to the interview
process and drop out—this is
not the case with Betts.” 

David Schmidt, 
Edge Security & Web Optimization,
Cloudflare

Finding the Right Talent

9/9 hires made on the
Connect platform came
from diverse backgrounds.

The Challenge



50k+

5x

9x

Hire Talent Now

40%

With Connect, CloudFlare was able to easily dial in KPIs, to

help them find the most qualified candidates. Within four

months, CloudFlare hired nine highly technical and diverse

candidates from Connect’s exclusive and pre-vetted network.

5X more candidates made it past the first rounds compared to

LinkedIn due to the ability to filter by industries sold into,

salary, deal size and sales cycle.

This is all made possible by Betts's talent network of over

2,000,000 people in tech built up over the last decade+. This

active, engaged, vetted talent network allowed Cloudflare to

spend 12X more time hiring candidates and 20X less time

sourcing.

Joining a Vast, Pre-Vetted, Diverse Network

Cloudflare's recruiting team spends 9X more time with
candidates by spending 20X less time sourcing.

The Solution
50k+ highly technical
candidates on
Connect

5x more likely for
candidates to make
it past first rounds

9x more hires for
GTM talent on
Connect vs LinkedIn
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Connect made it
easier with a 40%
interview rate

Learn More About How Connect 
Can Change Your Hiring Process
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